
JFK COUNTERCOUP(Kelly) 

Points to consider: 

Tipping point: when the story shifted from Oswald as a commie asset to a 

single lone nut assassin. Kelly claims it occured sometime between 7:00 P.M. and 

9 PM on 11/22. . . .and it was LBJ who was in Ex. Office Building. .. w/ advice from 

Hoover earlier. Lon the phone and in company of Carter, Jenkins and McBundy. 
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“Lays out LBJ as deciding that the first account was that the shooter was an agent 

of the Castro govt. 

He notes that none of this is on the current available AF-1 radio transmission 

tapes. . .(| would add here the point that LBJ must have been (strongly suggested) 

in contact w/ Hoover while on AF-1 enroute to Andrews AF Base and settled on 

Bethesda Naval Hosp. for the site of the autopsy (a military autopsy conducted by 

three unqualified physicians whose only qualification was they were under 

superior orders. (Occasion to use this as entry into the controlled autopsy 

conclusions pointing to a single assassin. . .) 

Kelly notes that communications from AF-1 occurred on any 1 of 3 radios while 

AF-1 was in flight. (all p. 1). P. 2 he cites testimony by Salinger, Ted White, 

Manchester, and Rusk’s assistant Secretary of State (I have some of this in the 

Missouri talk). . . ls there anything in Bird’s McBundy’s book . . 

P. 2 He notes that LBJ’s actions indicate that he was not concerned that the 

assassination was prelude to a Soviet nuclear strike. .. .( Make this point in MS 

when | get to that). 

P. He notes Cliff Carter’s calls to Dallas PD and Wade not to charge Oswald as an 

agent of the Kremlin. . . .Callas on 11/22 at about 8-9 O’clock . P.M> 

p.4 Cites Bugliosi p. 189. Kelly notes that Goulden was a close friend and media 

asset (Op. Mockingbird) of CIA’s Phillips. . .(not sourced).



JFK COUNTERCOUP, P. 2 

p. cites Bugliosi p. 177 re” Wade stampeded by rumors that Oswald to be charged 

as an asset of the Communist conspiracy, etc. .. Wade to kill this story/source. 

Kelly claims that the author of this allegation was Bill Alexander. . . 

p. 7 He cites Buggsie p. 178 that Lyndon said upon arrival at the Elms “I guess | 

am the only person in the US who doesn’t know what happened today.” (Oh 

yeah). 

P.9 Kelly refers to LBJ using the term “shooting scrape” when referencing the 

assassination of JFK... .in his conversation w/ Hoover that evening at 7:40 (See 

Manchester). ..P.9 Very rich in role of Dallas cops (Stringfellow, et al) and their 

role in pushing Oswald as a agent or source of Communist influence (agent or 

instrument)... .***** 

P.10 More on role of US army reserve intelligence officers and members of the 

Dallas police force & role in pushing Oswald as a Communist agent-asset/ / /. Kelly 

makes strong case about Dallas police who were members of the 488°" Reserve 

unit... .about 40 to 50 were members of the Dallas PD ****** 

P. 11 He notes that Stringfellow was part of the Special Services Bureau run by 

Capt. Gannaway, also a US Army Reserve officer


